The testing equivalence te that is used as a reference in verification and testing theory in LOTOS is not a congruence, and no explicit definition of the least congruence stronger than te has been found. The critical LOTOS context in which congruence is lost is the hiding context that creates divergence. In this paper we first survey this problem and present three known variants of te that are congruences. Each of them, as well as te, is then related to a particular interpretation of divergences in terms of (un)fairness of divergences. The associated preorders that generate these equivalences are also presented. Based on these results, we propose a new testing theory based on unfair divergences. It defines new equivalence and conformance relations, as well as the associated canonical tester. We also prove that the least congruence stronger than this new testing equivalence is one of three presented failure-based congruences, which thus also deserves the label of testing congruence.
Introduction
There exist many variants of testing (or failures) equivalences in the literature. We will review some of them in the sequel. In LOTOS [ISO 8807, BoB 87], the testing equivalence that is used as reference in verification and testing theory was proposed in [BSS 87 ] and denoted te. Contrary to most other testing equivalences, te is a failures equivalence that does not refer explicitly to divergences in its definition. This does not mean that divergences have no clear interpretation. Indeed, divergences are interpreted as harmless (or fair) in the sense that removing (or adding) a divergence keeps the system unchanged modulo te.
The problem with te is that it is not a congruence in abstraction contexts, i.e. the LOTOS hiding contexts. This means that if one hides some actions in two Labelled Transition Systems (LTS) that are equivalent modulo te, we can get two LTS that are no more equivalent modulo te. As hiding and parallel composition contexts are the most important contexts in complex system design, we consider this non-congruence as a major drawback. For example, let us consider a LOTOS specification in which several processes are interconnected and some interfaces are hidden from the external environment. Replacing one process by another te-equivalent process may have as consequence that the global specification is no more teequivalent to the initial one. This precludes any form of modular design based on te. The situation is also critical for the red and ext preorders of te. Note that this lack of congruence only appears in hiding contexts that create divergence. This would not be too critical if it was possible to give an explicit definition to the weakest congruence stronger than te and to its associated preorder. However, this does not seem to be feasible.
There exist other variants of testing (or failures) equivalences that are congruences. However, their interpretation of divergence is not intuitively adequate. For example, in the denotational semantics of TCSP [Hoa 85, BrR 85], the divergences are considered catastrophic. This means that when a process starts diverging, its behaviour is considered chaotic in the sense that no information about it is recorded in the model (the process may execute all traces and, after each one, will diverge and may accept or refuse any action). This interpretation is not really adequate w.r.t. the operational interpretation of this phenomenon in terms of infinite internal sequences. The same interpretation applies in the "must" version of the acceptance model of [dNH 84]. To a lesser extent, the catastrophic view is also used in the "may+must" version of the testing theory of CCS [dNH 84, Hen 85, Hen 88, ClH89]. Basically, in this model, only a limited information (viz. the traces) is recorded when a process starts diverging. Moreover, in these models, any trace that passes through a state where an unbounded sequence of successive internal steps is enabled is called a divergence. We will refer to this notion as a subdivergence, rather than as a divergence. In this paper, a divergence is a trace leading to a state where an infinite sequence of successive internal steps is enabled. In the readiness model of TCSP [ In this paper, we will first present in our notations these three failure-based congruences, denoted = FAUD , = CFFD and = NDFD . It is also shown that = CFFD is the intersection of = FAUD and = NDFD and thus the strongest equivalence among the three. Also, none of these equivalences are comparable to te, but = NDFD (and thus also = CFFD ) is stronger than the testing equivalences of [dNH 84]. We also examine their preorders and explain that some or all divergences are considered unfair modulo these congruences.
The testing theory of LOTOS is based on te with its fair interpretation of divergences. In the last part of this paper, we propose a new testing theory based on unfair divergences. It includes a new conformance relation, a new canonical tester and a new testing equivalence. We also prove that the least congruence stronger than this new testing equivalence is = NDFD which is thus our new testing congruence.
On the non-congruence of the testing equivalence
Labelled Transition Systems (LTS) are used as models for LOTOS processes. We let the alphabet of actions be A = L ∪ {i} and L = G ∪ {δ} where G is a countable set of observable gates (ranged over by a, b, c, g …), L denotes the alphabet of observable actions, δ is the special action denoting successful termination. The symbol i is reserved for the unobservable internal action, and does not belong to L. Capital Greek letters such as Γ will be used to denote subsets of L. L * denotes the set of strings over L (ranged over by σ, σ', …), and ε the empty string. Note that depending on the context, b may denote the action b or the string composed of the single action b. ℘ (L) is the power set of L, i.e. the set of subsets of L. Capital letters P, P', P 1 , Q, … are used to represent states (that is LOTOS processes or behaviour expressions). P → a P' means that process P may engage in action a and, after doing so, behave like P'.
P → aּ / means ∀ P'. ¬ (P → a P') P→ i k P' means that process P may engage in the sequence of k internal actions and, after doing so, behave like process P'. P → a.b P' means ∃ P". P → a P" ∧ P" → b P'.
P ⇒ a where a ∈ L, means that ∃ P'. P ⇒ a P', i.e. P may accept the action a.
/ where a ∈ L, means ¬ (P ⇒ a ), i.e. P cannot accept (or must refuse) the action a.
P ⇒ σ P' means that process P may engage in the sequence of observable actions σ and, after doing so, behave like process P'. More precisely, if σ = a 1 …a n where a 1 , … a n ∈ L:
Definitions 2.1
e. the trace set of P. This set is prefix-closed. 
e. the set of failures of P
The testing equivalence te and the associated relations proposed in [BSS 87] may be expressed in these notations as follows.
Definitions 2.2 P 1 te P 2 iff Fail (P 1 ) = Fail (P 2 ) P 1 conf P 2 iff Fail (P 1 ) ∩ (Tr (P 2 ) × ℘ (L)) ⊆ Fail (P 2 ) Informally, P 1 conf P 2 iff, placed in any environment whose traces are limited to those of P 2 , P 1 cannot deadlock when P 2 cannot deadlock. P 1 red P 2 iff Fail (P 1 ) ⊆ Fail (P 2 ) or equivalently iff Tr (P 1 ) ⊆ Tr (P 2 ) ∧ P 1 conf P 2 P 1 ext P 2 iff Tr (P 1 ) ⊇ Tr (P 2 ) ∧ P 1 conf P 2 We are interested in variants of the testing equivalence which are congruences in every LOTOS context, including hiding. Therefore, strengthening the te-equivalence such that, for example, the processes P and Q above are discriminated is not what we are looking for. In this respect however, note that neither the readiness equivalence [OlH 86], nor the failure trace equivalence 3 [Phi 87, Lan 90], which are stronger than te, are strong enough. By contrast, we are looking for variants of the te-equivalence that accept hide a in P and hide a in Q in the same equivalence class.
A closer look at this problem shows that it is essentially due to the presence of divergences 4 . For convergent processes, te (or more precisely tc) is adequate, but when hiding creates divergence the congruent character disappears. This problem was first studied in [BKO 87] where it was proved that failure semantics is inconsistent with fair abstraction of divergences.
The reader may think that the creation of divergences in hiding contexts is an academic concern. On the contrary, hiding contexts that create divergences (sometimes also referred to as livelocks) are quite usual as illustrated on the simple example hereafter (shown on fig. 2 ). 1 P 1 tc P 2 iff Fail (P 1 ) = Fail (P 2 ) ∧ (Stable (P 1 ) ⇔ Stable (P 2 )) in our notations 2 P 1 cred P 2 iff Fail (P 1 ) ⊆ Fail (P 2 ) ∧ (Stable (P 1 ) ⇐ Stable (P 2 )) in our notations 3 This fact has been first communicated to me by Rom Langerak when I sent him this example. 4 A precise definition of a divergence will be given later. Let us just consider that a divergence is a trace leading to a state where an infinite sequence of internal actions is enabled. 
Failure-based congruences
As mentioned in the introduction, we disregard the failure-based congruences that consider divergences as catastrophic or that refer to subdivergences, because these definitions do not match the operational intuition in terms of infinite sequences of internal actions.
Stable failure-based congruence with fair abstraction of unstable divergence 1
In this section we will present a variant of te which is a congruence. The basic idea is to replace the failures by stable failures in te.
Definitions 3.1
e. the stable refusal set of P. SRef is subset-closed and SRef ⊆ Ref. 
e. the set of traces leading to stable states, or stable traces for short.
Note that traces (and not stable traces) are used in this definition. The conditions on the stabilities are needed to get congruence in choice and disabling contexts, and the replacement of Fail by SFail solves the non congruence in hiding contexts (see below). This = FAUD equivalence is a translation is our setting of the failure semantics with Fair Abstraction of Unstable Divergence (FAUD) presented in [BKO 87] . This terminology will be explained later. (ii) P 1 = FAUD P 2 iff P 1 ≤ FAUD P 2 ∧ P 2 ≤ FAUD P 1 (iii) All LOTOS operators are monotonic w.r.t. ≤ FAUD , i.e. ≤ FAUD is a precongruence.
(iv) = FAUD is a congruence The proofs of (i) and (ii) are obvious. The proof of (iii) can found in [VaT 91], and (iv) is derived directly from (iii).
The next propositions will clearly indicate that the differences between ≤ FAUD and cred, = FAUD and tc only appear on divergent processes.
Propositions 3.4
For convergent processes, ≤ FAUD = cred, = FAUD = tc. Note that for divergent processes these relations are not comparable (see figure 3 for an illustration of = FAUD ≠ tc). At this stage we have presented the = FAUD equivalence (which is a congruence) and that satisfies our initial requirements. Coming back to our example of figure 1, we have P = FAUD Q and (hide a in P) = FAUD (hide a in Q). The reason is that the trace ε cannot lead to a stable state, neither in hide a in P, nor in hide a in Q, so that (ε,Ø) ∉ SFail (hide a in P) and (ε,Ø) ∉ SFail (hide a in Q).
Stable failure-based congruence with unfair interpretation of divergence
In this section, = FAUD will be changed to take account explicitly of divergences. To get this new equivalence, we strengthen = FAUD by requiring that the sets of divergent traces of two processes should also be equal. However, to get congruence on infinite-state systems, the equality of infinite traces is also required.
Definitions 3.5
e. the set of strong divergences of P
e. the set of infinite traces of P Note that in finite-state LTSs, the infinite traces can always be derived from the finite traces. However, this is not true in infinite-state LTSs. Consider the following example: P := a; P' where P' := a; P' [] i; stop, and Q := choice n:nat [] Q'(n) where Q'(n) := [n>0] -> a; Q'(n-1). P and Q have the same finite traces (viz. any finite sequence of a's), but P has the infinite trace a ∞ whereas Q has not. Definitions 3.6 (a) P 1 = CFFD P 2 iff P 1 = FAUD P 2 ∧ Div (P 1 ) = Div (P 2 ) ∧ InfTr (P 1 ) = InfTr (P 2 ) or stated otherwise iff SFail (P 1 ) = SFail (P 2 ) ∧ Div (P 1 ) = Div (P 2 ) ∧ (Stable (P 1 ) ⇔ Stable (P 2 )) ∧ InfTr (P 1 ) = InfTr (P 2 ) (b) P 1 ≤ CFFD P 2 iff P 1 ≤ FAUD P 2 ∧ Div (P 1 ) ⊆ Div (P 2 ) ∧ InfTr (P 1 ) ⊆ InfTr (P 2 ) This equivalence is the CFFD equivalence of [KaV 92]. To see why equality of infinite traces is needed when equality of divergence sets is, we simply hide a in both processes P and Q defined above, and get a divergence in hide a in P, but no divergence in hide a in Q.
Propositions 3.7 [KaV 92]
(i) P 1 = CFFD P 2 iff (P 1 ≤ CFFD P 2 ∧ P 2 ≤ CFFD P 1 ) (ii) ≤ CFFD is a precongruence (iii) = CFFD is a congruence A version of = CFFD without equality of infinite traces, denoted = FinCFFD , was presented in [VaT 91]. = FinCFFD is a congruence on finite-state LTSs only.
The examples of figure 4 show the discriminative power of = CFFD . On the other hand, processes P 2 and P 3 (figure 2) are = CFFD -equivalent, which illustrates the limit of this discriminative power. 
Convergent failure-based congruence with unfair interpretation of divergence
We introduce a third failure-based congruence, denoted = NDFD . In this semantics two processes are equivalent if they have the same finite and infinite traces, divergences, stabilities and the same refusals after their convergent traces. In this case, stable refusals may also be used because SRef = Ref after convergent traces.
Definitions 3.8
Definitions 3.9 P 1 = NDFD P 2 iff CFail (P 1 ) = CFail (P 2 ) ∧ Div (P 1 ) = Div (P 2 ) ∧ (Stable (P 1 ) ⇔ Stable (P 2 )) ∧ InfTr (P 1 ) = InfTr (P 2 )
The first condition in = NDFD means that refusal sets are required to be identical after convergent traces only. No information on the refusals after divergence traces is considered. This equivalence is the NDFD equivalence of [KaV 92].
Propositions 3.10 [KaV 92] (i) P 1 = NDFD P 2 ⇔ (P 1 ≤ NDFD P 2 ∧ P 1 ≤ NDFD P 2 ) (ii) ≤ NDFD is a precongruence (iii) = NDFD is a congruence Note that the condition on 'Div' in = NDFD can be replaced by Tr (P 1 ) = Tr (P 2 ), but the condition on 'Div' in ≤ NDFD cannot be replaced by Tr (P 1 ) ⊆ Tr (P 2 ) because this would falsify proposition 3.10 (i). Note also that the first condition in ≤ NDFD could be replaced by CFail (P 1 ) ⊆ CFail (P 2 ) but this would add an unnecessary constraint. Figure 5 shows pairs of = NDFD -equivalent processes that are not = FAUD -equivalent. Processes P 2 and P 3 (figure 3) are = NDFD -equivalent and = FAUD -equivalent. (i) P 1 ≤ CFFD P 2 iff P 1 ≤ FAUD P 2 ∧ P 1 ≤ NDFD P 2 (ii) P 1 = CFFD P 2 iff P 1 = FAUD P 2 ∧ P 1 = NDFD P 2 Proof. Item (ii) derives directly from (i). For item (i), the (⇐) direction is obvious from the definitions of the preorders. For the (⇒) direction, the non trivial part to prove is P 1 ≤ CFFD P 2 ⇒ CFail (P 1 ) ⊆ CFail (P 2 ) ∪ (Div (P 2 ) × ℘ (L)). So, let (σ, X) ∈ CFail (P 1 ) and σ ∈ Conv (P 2 ), otherwise the proof is obvious. Then (σ, X) ∈ CFail (P 1 ) is equivalent to (σ, X) ∈ SFail (P 1 ), which implies (σ, X) ∈ SFail (P 2 ) by P 1 ≤ CFFD P 2 , which is equivalent to (σ, X) ∈ CFail (P 2 ), which proves the proposition. Ë Figure 6 shows that none of these three equivalences are comparable with tc. In this figure, each relation is represented as a set (of pairs of behaviours), = CFFD is the intersection of = FAUD and = NDFD , and the arrows show some effects of hiding. An arrow originates from a pair of behaviours and leads (when hiding actions) to a new pair of behaviours. When an arrow leaves an equivalence, this means that this equivalence is not a congruence in hiding contexts. Another example is the "may+must" testing equivalence of [dNH 84], denoted here = t . We have that = NDFD is stronger than = t which is known to be stronger than = must . However, = t and = must are not comparable to tc, nor to = FAUD .
In [BKO 87] a failure semantics with explicit divergence, called FS ∆ , is proposed, which is similar to the = CFFD equivalence. The differences are: in FS ∆ subdivergences 1 are used instead of divergences, but the equality of infinite traces is not required.
Interpretation of divergences
In this section we define the concepts of (un)stable and (un)fair divergence and give the interpretations of divergences induced by te and the three presented congruences.
Proposition 4.1 ∀ P. Tr (P) = STr (P) ∪ Div (P). i.e. the traces of P are either stable traces of P or (not exclusive) divergences of P. The proof is straightforward.
Definitions 4.2 (Stability and unstability of a divergence)
= Div (P) − STr (P) = Tr (P) − STr (P) UnsDiv (P) = Div (P) − SDiv (P) = Div (P) ∩ STr (P) Conv (P) = Tr (P) − Div (P) = STr (P) − UnsDiv (P) STr Div SDiv UnsDiv Conv Figure 7 : Classification of the traces SDiv (P) is the set of stable divergences of P. A trace σ is a stable divergence of P if any process (or state) P' reachable from P by executing σ, is divergent (after ε). This means that reaching a divergent state is unavoidable after σ. UnsDiv (P) is the set of unstable divergences of P. A trace σ is an unstable 2 divergence of P if it is a divergence and if there exists a stable process (or state) P' reachable from P by executing σ. This means that reaching a divergent state is possible but not certain after σ. Conv (P) is the set of convergent traces of P.
Fairness and unfairness of divergences
Propositions 4.3 (i) P 1 = FAUD P 2 ⇒ SDiv (P 1 ) = SDiv (P 2 ) (ii) P 1 = CFFD P 2 ⇒ (SDiv (P 1 )=SDiv (P 2 ) ∧ UnsDiv (P 1 )=UnsDiv (P 2 )) ⇒ Div (P 1 )=Div (P 2 ) (iii) P 1 = NDFD P 2 ⇒ Div (P 1 ) = Div (P 2 ) 1 σ is a subdivergence if a prefix of σ is a divergence 2 The expression 'unstable divergence' comes from [BKO 87]. It tends to indicate the possibility of exiting a divergent node silently like in P 5 in fig. 4 . However, P 12 in fig. 8 shows an example of an unstable divergence where there is no explicit silent exit. The same intuition remains however if we consider that P 12 is equivalent to P 13 that has a silent exit.
The proofs are straightforward. (i) is derived from def. 4.2 (viz. SDiv (P) = Tr (P) − STr (P)) by noting that the traces and stable traces (derived from the stable failures) are equal if = FAUD holds. (ii) is derived from UnsDiv (P) = STr (P) ∩ Div (P), and the divergences and stable traces (derived from the stable failures) are equal if = CFFD holds. (iii) is directly derived from the definition of = NDFD . Ë
It is interesting to note that unstable divergences are not determined modulo = FAUD . By contrast, modulo = CFFD , not only stable divergences are required to be equal, but also unstable divergences. Finally, modulo = NDFD , the divergence sets are required to be equal, but their stability does not matter.
Now we discuss how this can be related to the (un)fairness of divergences. Informally, when a divergence may be removed while preserving an equivalence, we will say that this divergence is (considered) fair (or harmless) w.r.t. this equivalence. On the other hand, when a divergence cannot be removed while preserving the equivalence, we will say that this divergence is unfair w.r.t. this equivalence. We will see for example that all divergences are fair w.r.t. te, whereas only unstable divergences are fair w.r.t. = FAUD , and all divergences are unfair w.r.t. = CFFD and = NDFD .
Definitions 4.4 ((Un)stable) divergences are fair or harmless w.r.t. an equivalence eq iff ∀ P. ∃ P'. P' eq P ∧ ((Un)S)Div (P') = ∅.
((Un)stable) divergences are unfair w.r.t. an equivalence eq iff ∀ P. ∃ / P'. P' eq P ∧ ((Un)S)Div (P') ⊂ ((Un)S)Div (P) Proof of (i): removing a divergence (i.e. merging all the states which belong to a cycle of internal events, and removing the local internal loops) does not change the failures of a process. Proof of (ii): removing an unstable divergence does not change the stable failures of a process. Removing an unstable divergence means merging all the states which belong to an unstable cycle of internal events, and removing the local unstable internal loops. An unstable cycle is a cycle from which it is possible to escape by way of a non empty finite sequence of internal steps to reach a stable state. Intuitively, when divergences are fair, the divergent process will eventually exit the internal loop if another action is possible, whereas, when divergences are unfair, the divergent process may also stay in the internal loop forever, which is externally indistinguishable from a potential deadlock (or more precisely a livelock). An illustration of this is given in figures 9 and 10: a process is unaffected modulo = CFFD or = NDFD by the attachment, after a divergent trace, of the process i; Loop where Loop := i; Loop. 
New testing theory taking divergence into account
In the LOTOS testing theory, which is based on te, the conformance relation, denoted conf, that should hold (and thus be tested) between implementations and specifications is given in def. 2.2. and can be defined equivalently as:
This definition of conformance does not refer explicitly to divergence and leads to the interpretation that divergences (in specifications as well as in implementations) are harmless. In other words, implementations that diverge are always supposed to eventually exit any internal loop if another action is possible. By contrast, in this paper we consider that divergences in implementations are not necessarily harmless. For example, we admit that a divergent implementation may not be able to respond in a finite amount of time. This is an unfair interpretation of divergences which the existing testing theory is not adequate to cope with. In the light of the preceding sections, we propose here a new testing theory that circumvent this limitation.
New conformance relations
We first define a family of conformance relations as follows. I conf S iff ∀ σ ∈ Conv (S). ∀ X ⊆ L.
(i) σ ∈ Conv (I) ⇒ ((σ, X) ∈ Fail (I) ⇒ (σ, X) ∈ Fail (S)), and (ii) σ ∈ Div (I) ⇒ a certain condition The first idea is to restrict conformance to convergent traces of S. This is motivated by the fact that specifying divergences in the specification S allows the worst (i.e. divergence and/or deadlock) to be expected in implementations. This hypothesis is aligned with the testing theory of [dNH 84]. Then, we still consider that the inclusion of failures is the relevant criterion for conformance when there is no divergence, but we consider that, in presence of divergence, this is less obvious. For this reason, we propose and discuss hereafter three conformance relations based on three instantiations of the "certain condition" mentioned in the definition above.
First definition of conformance: "a certain condition" = true
This definition, which is the coarsest of the family and not very interesting, considers, like the usual conf, that an implementation I may diverge anywhere without compromising conformance. So we have:
Proposition 5.2 I conf S ⇒ I conf 1 S Conf 1 is not a preorder.
Second definition of conformance: "a certain condition" = (σ, L) ∈ Fail (S)
This definition is an interesting one. It considers that if I diverges, it may not react after a finite amount of time, and therefore be indistinguishable from a deadlock of I. In other words, the condition expresses that I is only allowed to diverge where it is allowed to deadlock. This definition does not discriminate livelocks from deadlocks in implementations.
Propositions 5.4 I conf 2 S ⇒ I conf 1 S However, conf 2 and conf are not comparable. Conf 2 is not a preorder.
Third definition of conformance: "a certain condition" = false
This definition does not allow an implementation I to diverge when S does not diverge. It is in spirit the idea of the must-preorder of [dNH 84] but with divergences instead of subdivergences. The following definition is indeed similar to the definition in [dNH 84] (with acceptance sets replaced by failures and with a different definition of 'Conv'). However, unlike the must-preorder in [dNH 84], the conf 3 relation is not a preorder.
Proposition 5.6 I conf 3 S ⇒ I conf 2 S However, conf 3 and conf are not comparable. Conf 3 is not a preorder.
New testing preorders and equivalences
From now on, we only consider the conf 2 The testing equivalences that are generated by these two preorders are as follows.
Definitions 5.10
In [Led 91] te 2 was denoted ute: the unfair testing equivalence.
Propositions 5.11
(i) P te 2 Q iff P ext 2 Q ∧ Q ext 2 P (ii) P te 3 Q iff P ext 3 Q ∧ Q ext 3 P
The corresponding reduction preorders are as follows. (i) red 2 and red 3 are preorders (ii) P te 2 Q iff P red 2 Q ∧ Q red 2 P (iii) P te 3 Q iff P red 3 Q ∧ Q red 3 P (iv) I red 2 S iff Tr (
The proofs are straightforward.
None of these preorders are precongruences, but the least precongruences stronger than these preorders are easy to find according to the results presented in section 3.
Propositions 5.14 (i) The least precongruence stronger than red 3 is ≤ NDFD .
(ii) The least precongruence stronger than ext 3 is ≤ NDFD ∩ Tr-eq where P Tr-eq Q iff Tr (P) = Tr (Q) (iii) The least congruence stronger than te 3 is = NDFD Proofs: (i) It is well-known that monotonicity of the choice (and also disabling) operator requires the condition on the stabilities. It is very interesting to note that a weaker condition than equality of traces in proposition 5.14 (ii) would be possible if the disable operator would not be part of LOTOS. This disable operator is indeed necessary in the proof of 5.14 (ii) to have (σ.b)\a ∈ Conv (C [Q]) when σ ∈ Div (Q).
Proposition 5.15
(i) The least precongruence stronger than red 2 is ≤ NDFD .
(ii) The least precongruence stronger than ext 2 is ≤ NDFD ∩ Tr-eq (iii) The least congruence stronger than te 2 is = NDFD Proofs: (i) red 2 is weaker than red 3 , and thus there may exist a precongruence stronger than red 2 that is weaker than ≤ NDFD . To prove that this is not possible, it suffices (due to propositions 5.13 (vi) and 5.14 (i)) to prove that inclusion of divergence sets is necessary. Let P red 2 Q, and suppose there is a trace σ ∈ Div (P) − Div (Q) such that (σ, L) ∈ CFail (Q). Consider the interleaving context C[.] = (. ||| a; stop) with a not in σ. We have immediately that
The reason is that C[Q] cannot refuse action a. The proof of (ii) and (iii) are like in proposition 5.14 Ë
New canonical testers
The conf 2 relation leads to a new canonical tester that we propose hereafter. The canonical tester associated with conf 3 can be derived from the canonical tester associated with conf 2 but requires additional testing power with respect to the detection of divergences in implementations.
First let us recall the usual definition of the canonical tester associated with conf [BSS 87]. It is denoted T (S) and is defined modulo te by its failures as follows:
This tester has the property that, when synchronized with an implementation I, it deadlocks with I iff ¬ (I conf S). In other words the tester reaches a final state (i.e. a state where (σ, L) ∈ Fail (T(S))) iff the implementation is conformant. Every final state of T (S) has thus an implicit "pass" verdict associated with it.
We give now the definition modulo te 3 of the canonical tester T 2 (S) associated with conf 2 .
Intuitively if there is no divergence in the specification S, then T 2 (S) is identical to T (S). But if σ is a divergence in S, then T 2 has an additional correct final state after σ.
The next proposition ensures that T 2 (S) is the canonical tester of S according to conf 2 . It says first that T 2 (S) can test all the traces of S. It also says that, if synchronized with an implementation I, not conforming to S, then I || T 2 (S) may engage in a sequence σ and then deadlock or diverge after σ whereas the tester is still offering interactions. Conversely, if the canonical tester is synchronized with an implementation conforming to S, then a deadlock or a divergence is only possible if the tester has reached a correct final state.
Propositions 5.17
We omit the proof by lack of place. Now we look at the canonical tester associated with conf 3 . Since the conf 3 relation is stronger than the conf 2 relation, we may expect that the canonical tester associated with conf 3 will require more testing power. This is indeed the case. To test the conformance of implementations in the conf 3 sense, the implementation under test (IUT) must be equipped with a "divergence light" that is 'on' when the IUT diverges, so that the canonical tester be able to discriminate between livelocks and deadlocks of the IUT under some circumstances. This was not needed to test according to conf 2 . The following definition of T 3 (S) shows how a canonical tester based on conf 3 can be obtained from the canonical tester T 2 (S).
Definition 5.18
T 3 (S) is defined like T 2 (S), but in every final state of T 3 (S), the implicit verdict is not necessarily "pass". Here the verdict has to be defined explicitly as follows: if σ ∈ Div (S) then "pass", else "pass if the divergence light is off". This additional discrimination when the tester reaches a final state allows testing according to the finer notion of conformance conf 3 . However, considering that the presence of some "divergence light" on the IUT is unlikely, we do not investigate further in this direction.
Conclusion
Divergences are often considered as undesirable. The best and most extreme example of this interpretation is certainly the catastrophic interpretation of divergences of TCSP [BrR 85]. At the opposite side, we find the fair interpretation of divergences of te in which all divergences are simply considered harmless. The catastrophic interpretation of divergences leads to nice mathematical properties, but has a poor operational interpretation. The opposite is true for te. Between these two extreme cases, there are however some other failure-based congruences. In this paper, three of them, denoted = FAUD , = CFFD and = NDFD have been presented and compared. We have shown that some or all divergences are considered unfair modulo these congruences. Intuitively, when divergences are fair, the divergent process will eventually exit the internal loop if another action is possible, whereas, when divergences are unfair, the divergent process may also stay in the internal loop forever even if another action is enabled, which is externally indistinguishable from a potential deadlock.
In the second part of this paper, we have reconsidered the existing LOTOS testing theory with a different point of view on divergences. The fair interpretation of divergences leads to the well-known te-equivalence and conf relation [BSS 87] . With an unfair interpretation of divergences, a new testing equivalence te 2 and a new conformance relation conf 2 have been derived. Conf 2 considers divergences as potential livelocks. The testing equivalence te 2 clearly shows that deadlocks and divergences (or livelocks) are not discriminated. Finally, a canonical tester T 2 has been associated with conf 2 and the weakest congruence stronger than te 2 has an easy and explicit definition: = NDFD . For this reason the failure-based = NDFD -equivalence can be considered as a testing congruence. Furthermore, from [KaV 92] we know that = NDFD is the weakest congruence that has the following property: no nexttime-less linear temporal logic formula can distinguish two = NDFD -equivalent LTSs. These two properties position = NDFD as an important equivalence.
